Housework

Definition of housework for English Language Learners.: work (such as cleaning, cooking, or
laundry) that is done to keep a house clean and running properly. Bree is doing housework
when there is a knock on the door. The children receive food and housing (and sometimes an
education) in exchange for doing housework.
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WOMEN like housework. There, I've said it. We like cleaning floors, making beds and
scrubbing toots, which is why we do more of it than men. Housework is the work such as
cleaning, washing, and ironing that you do in your home. Define housework. housework
synonyms, housework pronunciation, housework translation, English dictionary definition of
housework. n. The tasks, such as.
Research shows that British women do 60% more housework. Is there any hope for balance
when it comes to emptying the bins?. When did you last argue about housework? A week ago.
When I cook, I clear everything, whereas she pushes things out of the way. I started.
housework meaning, definition, what is housework: work that you do to take care of a house:
Learn more.
Definition of housework - regular work done in housekeeping, especially cleaning and tidying.
Busy work you do around the house. Cleaning the house before a party or just to keep your
place clean. Laundry,Dishes, Dusting, Vacuuming,Sweeping,and.
English[edit]. Etymology[edit]. From house + work. Cognate with Dutch huiswerk
(“homework”). Noun[edit]. housework (uncountable). Domestic household.
Since No Housework day is a national holiday, it would be a shame not to celebrate it this
year. Elderly people who devote three hours a day or more to housework feel healthier than
those who do less, according to new research. A study of. "House Work" is a song by English
DJ and record producer Jax Jones featuring vocals from Mike Dunn and British singer MNEK.
The song was released as a. Marriage is hard, and housework makes it harder. A new paper
suggests couples who spend money to save time are happier than couples who. Housework
and DIY are not strenuous enough to count towards people's activity targets, a paper has
found. housework - Translation to Spanish, pronunciation, and forum discussions. Concise
Music // Lump Records // The Pool House Records // Open Bar Music Booking:
contact@michiganchn.com Chicago. 11 Tracks. Followers.
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